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QUESTION 1

Can a project in ODI contain a user function to translate commands with different syntax for different technologies but
with the same functionality? 

A. No, a customized knowledge modules is needed. 

B. No, this must be explicitly mapped to an ODI interface. 

C. Yes, but an ODI procedure must be associated for it to be implemented. 

D. Yes, it can be defined for every technology that is listed in Topology. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Your Package logic requires you to retrieve the status of the previous Package step into a variable. How do you
implement this? 

A. Create a variable, use odiRef. getPrevsteptog ()in the SQL query in its Refreshing tab, and add a variable as a
Refresh Variable step into Package 

B. Create a variable, use odiRef.getinfooin the SQL query in its Refreshing tab, and add a variable as a Refresh
Variable step into Package 

C. Create a variable, use odiRef.getStep()in the SQL query in its Refreshing tab; and add a variable as a Refresh
Variable step into Package 

D. Create a variable, use odiRef .getPrevstepstatus ()in the SQL query in its Refreshing tab, and add a variable as a
Refresh Variable step into Package 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Is it possible to invoke an ODI job as a public web service to execute it? 

A. No, it is only possible to run jobs internally or via command line. 

B. Yes, both standalone and JEE agent support web services. 

C. Yes, but you need to use as mandatory Oracle BPEL in order to process the job invocation. 

D. No, there are only internal specific application program interfaces that you can use to run a job. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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You want to add a new CDC subscriber in ODI after you have started the Journal process, what steps do you need to
go through in order to use this new subscriber? 

A. Drop Journal, remove existing subscribers, add a new subscriber, start Journal, and edit the default Journalizing filter
in your Interfaces 

B. Drop Journal,add anew subscriber, start Journal, and remove the default Journalizing filter in your Interfaces 

C. Drop Journal, add a new subscriber, start Journal, and edit the default Journalizing filter in your Interfaces 

D. Add anew subscriber and edit the default Journalizing filter in your Interfaces 

Correct Answer: D 

You can add subscribers after starting the journals. Subscribers added after journal startup will only retrieve changes
captured since they were added to the subscribers list. 

 

QUESTION 5

Select the correct statement- When an ODI interface is designed, target and source tables are defined with metadata
imported directly from databases and other sources. 

A. Yes, their definition is imported with a direct reverse-engineering process. 

B. Yes, their definition is imported with a direct reverse-engineering process, but you must manually define all the keys
and constraints existing on the database. 

C. No, for every loading, the definition of the tables used, their columns, and their constraints must be manually built. 

D. No, an external engine must be run in order to describe what metadata is needed for an O interface. 

Correct Answer: A 
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